4X OIL TANKERS (ABOUT 40,000 DWT) FOR SALE;

1) 45,691 MTDW ON 12.52 M DRAFT
BLT APRIL 1992 HASHIHAMA TADOTSU, JAPAN
CLASS NK - SS DUE APRIL 2012
DD DUE MAY 2010
INT'L GRT/NRT 25,877 / 12,610
DIMS: LOA 181.00 LBP 172.00 BEAM 30.00 DEPTH 18.20 M
CARGO CAPACITY 47,259.8 CUB M (AT 98% EXCL. SLOPS)
SLOPS CAPACITY 2,726.0 CUB M (AT 98%)
4 CARGO PUMPS WITH A TOTAL CAPACITY OF 5,000 TWPH
COATED - EPOXY
COILED - STAINLESS STEEL
SBT / IGS / COW
FULLY DOUBLE HULL TANKER (COMPLYING WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF MARPOL ANNEX I)
REGULATION 20 AND REGULATION 21)
M/E B&W 6L60MCE 8900 BHP AT 103 RPM

2) TYPE: OIL TANKER
YR BLT: 1987
BLDRS: BRODOGRADILISTE ,SPLIT CROATIA
FLAG: PANAM
CLASS: LRS
DEADWEIGHT: 47618 MT
DRAFT (SUMMER): 11.85 MTRS
L.O.A: 194.5 MTRS
BEAM (MOULDED): 32 M
LENGTH (AS PER REGISTRY CERT.):186.72 MTRS
BEAM (AS PER REGISTRY CERT ): 31.97 MTRS
DEPTH (AS PER REGISTRY CERT): 16.49 MTRS
LIGHT SHIP:10588
GRT ( INTER ): 26874
NRT ( INTER ): 14904
NO OF CARGO TANKS: 20 INCLUDING SLOP TANKS
MAIN ENGINE MAKER: MAN B AND W
M/E TYPE/DETS (INCL B.H. P.):M.A.N - B and W - BROSPILIT 6L60MC  9180 KW (12480 BHP) AT 111 RPM
AUXILIARY GENS (INCL NO/TYME/MAKERS/POWER ETC.): 3 / DIESEL / B & W HOLEBY
/ 780 KW AT 720 RPM
HEATING COILS (MATERIAL AND IF FITTED IN ALL CARGO TANKS): ALUMINIUM BRASS (RISERS, DOWNCOMERS STAINLESS STEEL) / YES
WORKING PROPELLER / MATERIAL: CUNIAL ABT 15600 KG
SPARE PROPELLER/ MATERIAL: NO
SPARE TSHAFT: NO
SPARE ANCHOR: YES
ANY PERMANENT SOLID BALLAST:
ANY REMOVALS / ON HIRE: REVERTING
CONSTRUCTION (WELDED/RIVETTED): WELDED
ANY MODIFICATIONS/ CONVERSIONS: NO
SINGLE SIDES/ OR DBL SIDES: SINGLE
SINGLE BTM/ OR DBL BTM: DOUBLE
LAST 5 CARGOES: FUEL OIL/CRUDE OIL/NAPHTHA(PARTLY)/NAPHTHA(PARTLY)/CRUDE OIL
IF CARGO AND BALLAST TANKS ORIGINALLY COATED: YES
IS VSL DAMAGED/ FIRE: NO
ANY BUNKERS ESTIMATED ROB ON DELY: REVERTING FRAMO PUMPS: NO

+++++++ 3) WELL MAINTAINED TANKER
IGS/COW/SBT - DOUBLE SIDES/SINGLE BOTTOM
CAP ISSUED FOR HULL RATE 2 ? IGS/COW/SBT
LOA 182.30M ? BEAM 31.42M
ABOUT 39,542 TDW ON 10.97M DRAFT
BUILT 8/1989 BY ONOMICHI DOKYARD CO. LTD., JAPAN
TANKS 7 ? 10 WING TANKS COILED, STAINLESS STEEL HEATING COILS AND COATED (EPICON 500)
47,800 CBM (98-0/0 EXCLUDING SLOP TANKS)
M. E. B+W 6S50MC 9499 BHP
ABOUT 13.5 KNOTS ON ABOUT 28 MTS IFO
PUMPS 3 X 1300 TWPH
SEGREGATION 3 GRADES
LIGHTSHIP ABOUT 8,116 TS (FOR VALUATION PURPOSES ONLY) (DTLS WOG)

+++++++ 4) WELL MAINTAINED DOUBLE HULL TANKER.
PAN FLAG
D/H HULL
BLT 4/1984 BY TSUNEISHI SHIPBUILDING CO LTD -FUKUYAMA HS IN JPN
CLASS NV
ABT 40,890MT DW TO ON 11.300M DRAFT
25,457 GT 11,966 NT 9,663 LDT
182.63M LOA X 173.79M LBP 30.41M BEAM
46,164CBM CBM GR 52,280CBM BL 46,164CBM LIQUID 46,164CBM OIL
SBT IGS COW CLS IMO 3 COATED COILED
9 TANKS
M/ENG MITSUI TAMANO, B&W (6L60MCE) 8224 BHP
14K ON 27T
GENS 2 X 560 KW, 1,120 KW TOTAL.